Every business needs an enabler that challenges
limitations and brings about potential. We are your partner
and we aim to bring the world to your doorstep - bridging
your business across boundaries.

We are a full-fledged freight forwarder offering the most
comprehensive and complete logistic services in global
air and ocean frieght.
We guarantee quality handling of your shipment through
our state-of-the-art facilities and equipments and
industry-standard practices. We provide expertise that
will enable timely and effective decision-making to meet
your logistical needs.
Here at GFS, we optimally utilize our resources with your
business as our top most priority.

Our Vision

To meet clients’ expectations and treat every shipment
with utmost attention and commitment
To forge long-term relationships with clients and offer
highly efficient and premium services based on
competitiveness, trust and honesty

VISION

To provide the most comprehensive inbound and
outbound cargo and freight services and facilities
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Efficiency,
Reliability and
Security

QUALITY

Ready to
meet every
requirement

GFS believes in creating long-standing and trusting relationships with
clients and has built a reputation of providing efficient, reliable and
secure logistic services.
GFS provides logistical solutions in every aspect from forwarding
oversized shipment to handling personal packages. Sometimes,
some items are required to be shipped with sensitivity, urgency and
utmost care. We are entirely focused on providing the right kind of
logistical solution in any situation.

GFS has established alliances and partnerships with a network of
agencies worldwide to provide services to destinations such as
China, United Kingdom and the United States. We are well equipped
with competent warehousing facilities in Singapore to meet the needs
of clients promptly and successfully.
Our storage facilities are strategically located throughout the region
and are equipped with a wide range of mechanical handling equipment and a substantial fleet of trucks and trailers in various sizes and
capacities to cater to our clients with the fullest attention and commitment.
GFS is ready 24/7 to meet every single requirement and deliver all
logistic services at the stipulated time. Our team of professional and
competent staff at GFS are all certified with the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations (FIATA). In addition, GFS is certified secure with
the Regulated Air Cargo Agent Regime (RCAR), a security measure to
enhance air cargo security on commercial passenger aircraft.
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Exclusively crafted for
your every need
At GFS, we believe that every individual consignment is
unique. Our flexible operational structures, together with our
expertise are always ready to make decisions that take into
account of your individual needs. Being an adaptable and
independent forwarder, we will always be there when you
need our prompt services.

GLOBAL

An adaptable and independent
forwarder

With our skillfully trained staffs, who are equipped with effective decision making skills we will rise to any challenges
faced to provide our clients with the most premium service
at a competitive rate. Our clients are our biggest motivations for providing better services and to stay competitive
hence, we are always keen to embark on a long term journey with you.
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Premium handling at your
fingertips
With well established alliances and partnerships around the
world, GFS is capable of providing worldwide services to
destinations such as China, United Kingdom and United
States. Commercial transportations of goods are simplified
with our integrated services and facilities to ensure smooth
and safe handling.

GFS is ready all around the
clock for our valued customers

Our competent warehouses are always ready and well
equipped with up to date facilities to meet our customer’s
needs. Warehouses are strategically located throughout
many different regions to ensure that every customer can
be reached and be served to our best ability. Consignments
can be stored in our warehouses on a short or long term
basis, and can be utilized as a turnaround warehouse.

FREIGHT

GFS is ready all around the clock for our valued customers
and never fails to deliver all logistic services at the assigned
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All rounded excellence
made easy
Excelling in one aspect is never enough for the ever
changing logistic industry; therefore all rounded excellence
has secure GFS a place in this competitive industry.
Premium made affordable value added services such as
break bulk, packaging and product assembly that GFS
could offer, puts you and your company one step ahead
of the others. Our appropriate scheduling, transaction and
documentations are innovative, fuss-free and efficient for
our customer’s convenience.

SOLUTIONS

Our appropriate scheduling,
transaction and documentations
and innovative, fuss free and
efficient

GFS’s staffs are professionals that have been certified at
International Air Transport Association (IATA) and
International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations
(FIATA). In addition, GFS was also awarded with Regulated
Air Cargo Agent Regime (RCAR), a security measure to
enhance air cargo security on commercial passenger
aircrafts.
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Forwarding
Air

AIR

GFS is able to provide reliable and competent forwarding services to our clients using
the most direct and fuss-free route based on
its expertise and well-established working
relationships with all major air and sea
carriers in the region and global arena.
We offer valuable air freight tariff and route advice such as planning the
most economic and speedy route overnight We also offer complete
customs and clearance document for all commodities, including highvalued ones such as computer peripherals and even live animals. This
is the assurance for our customers – we deliver anything they need at
the quickest speed.
In addition, we provide door-to-door shipment that covers the full distance without failure. Whether it’s sensitive periodicals or documents,
we are capable of forwarding items from your location, ship over the
air and then right to the precise destination. Our services also include
export packing and insurance, which effectively guarantees your shipment is safe and sound with us at GFS.

- Air freight route planning
- Complete customs and clearance documents
- Door-to-door shipment
- Export packing and insurance
and more
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Forwarding
Sea

SEA

GFS offers reliable and efficient sea
forwarding services by identifying direct and
fuss-free route based on expertise and effective route-planning. It is enabled by wellestablished relationships with all major sea
ports across the globe.
As with air forwarding, we offer valuable sea freight tariff and route
advice such as planning the fastest and most cost-effective route
overnight with the vessel escort. Our sea forwarding services also
offers complete customs and clearance document for all commodities,
including high-valued ones such as computer peripherals and even
live animals. This is the assurance for our customers – we
deliver anything they need at the soonest possible time.

- Sea freight route planning
- Complete customs and clearance documents
- Door-to-door shipment
- Export packing and insurance
and more
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Forwarding
Land

LAND

GFS, being efficient and forward looking, is
dedicated to providing our clients with the
best suitable services, tailor made to your
request.
Meeting the lead time may be a competitive factor for modern day
shippers but with the help of our flexible schedules and productive
staffs, you can rest assured. Being the ideal choice of forwarder, especially for door-to-door transportations, we offer you efficient haulage
and all logistic related services at a competitive price.
Being the ideal choice of forwarder, especially for door-to-door transportations, we offer you efficient haulage and all logistic related services at a competitive price. If trustworthy professionalism and on time
services are what you are looking for, GFS will definitely be the right
choice for you.

- Road route planning
- Network of to major cities
- Regular and frequent transport schedule
and more
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Logistics
Warehousing

WAREHOUSING

GFS offers one-stop logistic service in warehousing par
excellence. Our storage facilities are strategically located
and equipped with state-of-the-art storage and distribution
technology, which functions as a turnaround warehouse and
hub, providing both long and short term warehousing facilities to regional and global clients.
Our facilities include maximum-security system, surveillance cameras
and are fully enhanced with total supply chain capabilities. From warehousing, backlog order management to customising, our quality front
and backend services will meet every single client’s need with support
from our team of highly knowledgeable professionals trained in logistics and supply chain fields.
We offer receipt and checking of shipment and inventory management
and reporting. At the warehouse, we also offer packing amenities like
palletising, slat crating, full boxing and skidding. We ensure your shipment is kept safely with us. Similarly, when you need to retrieve your
shipment from the warehouse, we can quickly expedite the process.
Our comprehensive service also includes warehouse insurance, local delivery and collection in Singapore. Our warehousing and supply
chain capabilities are reputable and unrivalled in efficiency and
reliability.

- Facilities with fully enhanced total supply chain capabilities
- Protected by maximum-security surveillance systems
- Support from logistics and supply chain experts
- Hassle-free monitoring of shipment and inventory
and more
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Our Services

Chartering
Air and Sea

CHARTER

GFS provides the most reliable and
effective chartering air and sea services for
our clients. Be assured your shipment will
arrive on time.
Sometimes, your shipment does not make in time for the scheduled
routes and timetables available. This is where specialised chartering by
air and sea services come in. Time is of the essence and GFS’s
chartering air and sea services provide that necessary solution.
We will provide a wide range of services that leave no stone unturned
such as sourcing an appropriate conventional vessel from our extensive contacts for a full charter and completing the charter agreement
for the clients. All statutory requirements which clients can be unfamiliar with will also be cleared by GFS with the relevant agencies and
authorities at the quickest speed. Lastly, clients can expect to have the
best value and price for our chartering services.

- Specialized air and sea services
- Fulfillment of charter agreement through efficient sourcing
- Speedy clearance of all statutory requirements
- Chartering services at best value and price
and more
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PROJECT

Handling
Project Made
Easy

GFS ensures your cargo is processed right
from the start (planning) to the end (delivery)
at the quickest time possible. In short, GFS’s
project forwarding/handling services are fast,
reliable and secure.
GFS offers a full range of premium project handling services. Our office
is located in Singapore to handle all co-ordination and
planning for turnkey projects in the region and worldwide.
We provide project planning for heavy, oversized, tug and barge, and
difficult-to-handle cargoes, which require detailed and precise execution for shipment.
Our project team will provide a gamut of services that include site and
road surveys for feasibility, transport and carrier options from factory to
site, loading and stowage assistance. Cargoes will undergo customs
clearance and documentation processed by GFS quickly as well.

- Premium project handling services
- Project planning for various types of cargoes
- Site and road surveys for feasibility analysis
- Transport and carriers for cargo movements
- Speedy processing of required clearance documentation
and more
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Expedite
Services

EXPEDITE

GFS values our clients, even your shipments
are as important as you are. A timely shipment is not a premium service here, but is
our promise to you.
GFS Expedite Services is an exclusive option available to customers
who wish to ship urgent items by hand with immediate effect.
Time is of the essence. Cost is not an issue here because getting the
item to the destination is of top priority.
We provide dedicated courier services and hand carry to maintain
in-transit contact with your shipment constantly to any location of
choice.

- Premium project handling services
- Project planning for various types of cargoes
- Site and road surveys for feasibility analysis
- Transport and carriers for cargo movements
- Speedy processing of required clearance documentation
and more
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